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CHAPTER I

INTRODTICTION

Background of the Study

Lansuage and sociew are so intertwined that it is possible to understand one

without language. People use language to interact with family members, friends, or

stransers thev meet in the course of a day. so, language allows people to talk about

anything and to express themselves. In other words, it can be said that language is

needed in society, allorving people to live, rvork, play and share ideas and feelings

each other. Therefore, language and society have a close relationship.

According to Hudson (1930:1), language is a means of communicating

information. Besides that. language also functions as a means of establishing and

maintaining relationship with other people. In communication, people often use sqdes

in speaking.

In society, people may speak different languages to express their ideas

depending on the context in which they are involved. Then, a speaker will not use an

informal language tvhen he speaks to a person from a different educational

background although they are friends- chaika (1982:2) adds that a language is used to

know and find a man's personal identity, background, and also character. By

communications people can recognize someone's personality and background in

consideration that language can show a person's social class'



Based on the statement above, language is often associated u'ith people's

social class. Furthermore, Hudson (1980:1) declares that language and society are

intertwined in rvhich there is a combination benveen the study of language and the

study ofsociety nanrely sociolinguistics, the stud,v oflanguage in relation to society.

Communication among human beings is sometimes complicated because

many difliculties occur in communication among people from different cultural

background, social classes, and educational background. Furthermore, in society, it is

found that the different levels that higher, middle, and lower classes have different

variations of speaking style, different ways of speaking or expressing themselves.

Speaking styles, then, are chosen to be the focus ofthis study'

Hymes (1974:29) concludes that diversiff of speech can be found in all levels

and field of societv and it presents itself as a problem in many sectors of life-

education, national development, and transcultural communication' It means that the

use of certain language style shows who the speaker is. Holmes (]992.133) explains

further that:

.?eople often use a language to signal their membership of particular groups.

Social status. sex. aqe. 
"tnniiig. 

and the kind of social network people belonq to

tum out to be important dimension of identity in many communities".

Due to the fact that men and women speak in different styles, the rwiter then

becomes ourious rvhether Cak and Ning in Surabaya also uses specihc speaking styles

differently.
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Statements of the Problem

Based on the background of the study, the research questions are formulated

as tbllou's.

1 What speaking swles does Cak Surabaya use during the contest?

l. What spcai ing stvles does Ning Surabaya use during the contest?

3. What makes claft and Mng Surabaya use their respective speaking styles?

1.3. Tl-.e Objectives of the StudY

This descriptive studv is intended to describe:

1. Tire speaking styles ofCuk Surabaya uses duringthe contest'

2 The speaking stvles of Ning Surabaya uses during the contest'

3. The reason s Cak andNing Surabaya use their respective speaking styles.

1.,t. The Significance of the StudY,

It is expected that a study on speaking style of Cctk and Ning here can give

some contributions to the field of sociolinguistics especially conceming the use of

language by the participants ofdifferent gender.

1.5. Scope and Limitations

Being aware of how broad and complex the

Ning's tp"uting styles and how limited time, and energy and

scope of the study is then limited as follows:

of Surabaya Cak and

funds available, the



l. The subjects under study are the candidates ofCakandNing 2002 contest.

2. The conversations to be analyzed are the speeches of the candidates using

Suroboyoan.

1.6. TheoreticalFramework

This study is based on the theories of sociolinguistics, namely language and

gender, and gender and speaking styles' The relationship betrveen these

sociolinguistics theories and the study of speaking styles of Cak and Ning candidates

here is that as stated by Coates, 1993. 4:

Sociolinguistic has been defined as the study of language in its social context.

The studv of language on its social context means crucially the studv,of linsuistic

variation. ln diffirent social contexts an individual will speak in different ways

tt-i, i, *tt"A swlistic variation. More over speakers who differ from each other in

terms of age, sex o. g"ndo' tocial class, ethnic group, for example rvill also

differ from each other in their speech, even in the same context this is called

social variation.

In addition- the theories of sociolinguistics that are used involve completely

the terms needed in relation with the study of Cafr and Ning and speaking slvles'

1.7. Definition of KeY Terms

To avoid misunderstanding and ambiguity is given below the definition of

some key terms used in this study. The major terms used in this study are:



l

Language:

Nababan (1991:1) states that language is one of the characteristics of human

beings that differentiate human beings from other creatures'

Speaking St-vle:

Coates (1986) defines it as the way an individual speaks according to the

social contexts.

3. Gender:

coates (1993:3) defines gender as the term used to describe socially

constructed categories based on sex. Most societies operate in term of trvo

genders, masculine and feminine, and it is tempting to treat the category of

gender as simPle binary oPtion.

4. (-ak

It is a term of address for a male who is a representative of people in Surabaya

and has a duty to promote Surabaya to other cities and countries'

5. Ning

It is a term address for a female who is a representative of people in surabaya

and has a duty to promote Surabaya to other cities and countries'

Organization of the Thesis

This thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter one is the Introduction lt is

study, Statement of thedivided into eight topics, they are: background of the

problem, objectives of the study, the signihcance of the

l .

2.

1.8.

study, scope of limitation"
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theoretical framervork, definition of the key terms and organization of the thesis'

chapter trvo is a Review of Related literature that presents the basic theory of the

study and related study. chapter three is about research methodology that covers

research desig, the subject of the study, the source of the data, the instruments, the

procedures ofthe data collection and the data analysis techniques. chapter four deals

with analysis and findings, presents and discusses the result ofdata analysis. The last

chapter is the conclusion that consists of summary and suggestions'




